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DRAPED
IN ROSES

ALL YOU NEED FOR A BLOOM-COVERED
ARBOR IS PATIENCE AND PANTY HOSE
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PEAK COLOR

t was a total shot
in the dark,” says
Birmingham
landscape designer
Brent Donaldson,
referring to the
intricate wooden
arbor on the
preceding page. He
designed it with a
particular Alabama
garden in mind and brought his unsolicited idea to the owner. Built by hand
back in 2006, the arbor is now covered
with nearly 20 feet of ‘New Dawn’ roses
that twist and wind around the frame.
Hundreds of showy pink blossoms
explode from the snaking branches like
tiny freworks in the blue sky. The best
part about this beautiful plant? “Climbing roses are very simple,” Donaldson
says. “Anyone can grow them.” All it
takes is something for them to climb on
(anything from an arbor to a
fence), some basic upkeep, and
ROSES
a dose of patience. The variety
of climbing roses is rivaled only
SOIL
by their versatility. They can
Fertile, well
drained
serve as the perfect accent to a
long fence, or they can transSUN
form a doorway into a
They require four
to six hours of
beautiful bower. Simply plant
sunlight a day.
a young (3-gallon, 3- to 4-footPRUNE
tall) climbing rose near a fence
Wait two to three
or an arbor, and tie it to the
years; then prune
after fowering.
support. Insider’s tip: American
Rose Society-certifed consulting rosarian Chris VanCleave, aka “The
Redneck Rosarian” of Helena, Alabama,
suggests using strips of panty hose to
avoid damaging the plant. Don’t prune
for the frst two to three years after
planting. Then cut back spring bloomers
after they fower. (Pruning before that
will cut off fowerbuds.) Remove old,
unproductive canes at the base. Cut
MOST BLOOM REPEATEDLY, AND SOME ARE FRAGRANT
lateral branches on remaining canes to
two or three buds. Trim it every couple
1. ‘LADY BANKS’ (not repeating, rampant climber) Available in yellow and white, this spring bloomer
of weeks so the “leaders,” or the main
is perfect for home arbors. 2. ‘NEW DAWN’ (repeating, rampant climber) This popular selection was
stems (there will be several; these are
granted the frst plant patent, in 1931. 3. ‘SOMBREUIL’ (repeating) The enormous blooms smell like a
thicker and more substantial than the
‘Granny Smith’ apple. 4. ‘DON JUAN’ (repeating) Its deep, dark red blossoms offer a light tea fragrance.
side branches), remain growing in
5. ‘CLIMBING PINKIE’ (repeating) A great choice for fences, columns, and trellises, this lightly fragrant
the direction you would like them to go.
rose requires no special care. 6. ‘MERMAID’ (repeating, rampant climber) This rose boasts yellow,
single blooms the size of a human hand. Beware of its sharp thorns, but enjoy its delicate scent.
Then just enjoy the spoils of your labor.
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FAVORITE CLIMBING ROSES
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1: ROGER FOLEY; 2: JEAN ALLSOPP; 3, 4, 6: DAVID AUSTIN ROSES, WWW.DAVIDAUSTINROSES.COM; 5: RALPH LEE ANDERSON
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